What does underscore mean definition, meaning and Definition of underscore in the AudioEnglish Dictionary
Meaning of underscore What does underscore mean Proper usage and pronunciation in phonetic transcription of the
word underscore. underscore Definition of underscore in English by Definition of underscore a line drawn under a
word or phrase for emphasis. Underscores Define Underscores at Dictionary Underscores definition, to mark with a
line or lines underneath underline, as for emphasis See . Underscore Wikipedia The symbol underscore _ , also
called underline, underbar, underdash, low line or low dash, is a character that originally appeared on the typewriter
and was primarily used to Underscore definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Underscore definition If
something such as an action or an event underscores another, it draws attention to the Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples Underscore Nancy Stark Smith The Underscore is a long form dance improvisation
structure developed by Nancy Stark Smith It has been evolving since and is practiced all over the globe.
Underscore Definition for English Language Learners Definition of underscore written for English Language
Learners from the Merriam Webster Learner s Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and
Underscore Home Facebook Underscore, Singapore .K likes A rhythm to a quality of life. characters Underscores
in words text TeX LaTeX Underscores in words text For those not interested the functionality of the underscore in
LaTeX and just want it to function like any other character, Underscore Projects Our projects have spanned a broad
spectrum of application and problem domains, from software product design to business development. Where Is the
Underscore Key on a Computer Keyboard The underscore key on an American or British keyboard layout is on the
same key as the hyphen, and can be used by holding down one of the shift keys and pressing the hyphen key It is
found to the right hand side of the key at the top of the keyboard The underscore is sometimes called an underscore
Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary underscore meaning to emphasize the importance something Learn
. underscore Wiktionary Jun , Verb underscore third person singular simple present underscores, present participle
underscoring, simple past and past participle underscored To underline to mark a line beneath text. Underscores
Synonyms, Underscores Antonyms Synonyms for underscores at Thesaurus with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions Find descriptive alternatives for underscores.

